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Abstract
The integration of natural language processing (NLP) tools into neurology workflows has the
potential to significantly enhance clinical care. However, it is important to address the limi-
tations and risks associated with integrating this new technology. Recent advances in
transformer-based NLP algorithms (e.g., GPT, BERT) could augment neurology clinical care
by summarizing patient health information, suggesting care options, and assisting research
involving large datasets. However, these NLP platforms have potential risks including fabricated
facts and data security and substantial barriers for implementation. Although these risks and
barriers need to be considered, the benefits for providers, patients, and communities are
substantial. With these systems achieving greater functionality and the pace of medical need
increasing, integrating these tools into clinical care may prove not only beneficial but necessary.
Further investigation is needed to design implementation strategies, mitigate risks, and over-
come barriers.

Introduction
Evidence-based medicine places data at the heart of decision-making processes. In modern
practice, neurologists take in details of the patient’s history, findings from examinations (e.g.,
muscle weakness, cognitive impairment), and results of ancillary tests (e.g., EEG, MRI). They
then use all these data points in combination with their training, medical literature, and
experience to formulate a diagnosis and care plan. These processes mandate a uniquely human
connection between the physician and patient. Despite this connection, there are multiple
places where the overall clinical workflow can be improved by technology, especially in the
setting of data analysis and processing.

Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) such as those seen in Open-AI’s ChatGPT have
generated tremendous interest for enhancing industries from marketing to education.1 Simi-
larly, health care and more specifically, neurologic care should investigate the benefits and risks
this and similar systems might provide. These tools might not only transform patient data for
the benefit of both provider and patient, but they may present avenues for removing barriers
that have built up in modern practice. In addition, these tools can allow for rapid and continual
learning from large datasets, which makes them ideal for identifying complex symptoms in
charts and investigating treatment efficacy.

With increasing levels of physician burnout, constrained access to neurologic care, and growing
demand for neurology services, it is vital to explore ways of improving provider and patient
experiences with neurology clinical care.2,3 We discuss transformer-based natural language
processing (NLP) models including understanding of their technology, identifying potential
uses in neurology and neurosciences, highlighting challenges and limitations, recommendations
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of AI utilization and implementation, risks and barriers of AI,
and the testing and validation needed for implementation into
neurology health care models.

Recent Advancements: Technology
and Terminology
There are various tiers by which technology in health care is
taxonomized. Technology is “assistive” when it can detect
clinically relevant data without analysis and generally requires
the physician to finalize interpretation. “Augmentative”
technology is when the machine analyzes or quantifies data in
a clinically meaningful way but still requires interpretation by
a physician or other qualified health care professional. And
last, any machine that interprets data and independently
generates clinically meaningful conclusions without physician
involvement can be considered as “autonomous.”4

To understand NLP and their functionality, it is important to
understand their basic technology and terminology including
machine learning, neural networks, and transformers (see
eAppendix 1, links.lww.com/WNL/D179).

Limitations and Barriers to NLP in
Neurologic Care
Before discussing the potential benefits these technologies
pose for neurologic care, it is important to understand the
challenges, limitations, and barriers that exist across various
use cases. Understanding these limitations is crucial to ensure
the safe and effective deployment of these technologies.

Patient Safety
Augmenting neurology clinical practice comes with risks to
patient safety, confidentiality, and equity. NLP models are
essentially large language models (LLMs), which means they
use context to predict the next word and then generate whole
sentences or paragraphs.5 One weakness of LLMs is that they
can combine plausible words to yield confabulation.

For neurology care, this inaccuracy can affect crucial medical
information and treatment plans. In Figure 1A, we show an
example whereby ChatGPT recommends valproic acid for a
25-year-old woman with juvenile myoclonic epilepsy (JME),
who is planning for pregnancy. Although valproic acid is
typically the drug of choice for patients with JME, it may not
be considered for a 25-year-old woman in her reproductive
years. Clinical experience suggests that lamotrigine, which is

also used in JME and has considerably less side effects than
valproic acid, especially in pregnant women, would be better
suited. This response generated did not consider the potential
teratogenic effects of valproic acid in this age group.

Furthermore, NLP tools are limited in how clinical sugges-
tions relate to the patient. As shown in Figure 1B, ChatGPT
will often return vague or generalized responses when it does
not possess enough information to make a definitive sugges-
tion. In this case, various treatments have been cited in the
literature as alternatives to epilepsy surgery, and yet options
such as psychotherapies may be impractical for certain
patients.

Until this limitation across multiple NLP models, including
ChatGPT, can be resolved and rigorously validated, utilization
of “over-the-counter” open-AI language model advises a
cautionary approach.

Data Quality, Variability, and Security
Another limitation is quality and variability of the data. In-
accurate or incomplete data can affect the performance of
machine learning models and algorithms. Data sources may
vary in terms of format, structure, and quality, posing chal-
lenges for standardization efforts, documentation efficiency
tools, and analysis techniques. Ensuring data accuracy, con-
sistency, and representativeness remains a challenge in all use
cases.

Incorporating this technology into clinical practice brings
with it an innate risk for data security. To incorporate models
into health care, these systems will need to be rigorously
tested before any patient data is used for training and testing.
There are risks surrounding privately owned closed-source
nonmedical LLMs (ChatGPT, BERT, etc) because informa-
tion ingested by these LLMs could violate data privacy laws
or result in imprudent or unauthorized disclosure of confi-
dential information. The standard licensing terms of these
private platforms could include granting intellectual prop-
erty rights in data submitted to the vendor making available
the Generative AI, which would conflict with internal health
system policies. It is therefore imperative that algorithms
operate in end-to-end encryption and Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)–compliant
systems.

Discrimination and Bias
Unlike humans, AI language models do not have personal
opinions, beliefs, or biases. However, it is possible for models
to generate biases that are present in the training data. This

Glossary
ACI = ambient clinical intelligence; AI = artificial intelligence; ED = emergency department; FDA = US Food and Drug
Administration; HIPAA = Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act; JME = juvenile myoclonic epilepsy; LLM =
large language model; NLP = natural language processing.
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usually stems from biased language, stereotypes, or discrimi-
natory attitudes that humans consciously or unconsciously
imposed on the training dataset, which is then reflected in
the model’s output.6 It is therefore imperative that models
use diverse datasets and team’s employee programmers
from different perspectives, cultures, sexes, races, and eth-
nicities. It is the responsibility of developers, researchers,
and organizations to be mindful of these issues and regu-
larly evaluate them for biases. Future research would be
needed prioritizing ethical considerations throughout the
design, development, and deployment of advanced tech-
nologies. The design of this research should be focused on
ensuring patient privacy, data security, and compliance
with regulations through the implementation of robust
privacy protocols, anonymization techniques, and secure
data storage.

In addition, AI systems can only see outcomes as probabilities
and trends. The interpretation of these findings is left to
health care professionals. A major risk with incorporating
these tools into health care is how it might lead to over
medicalization or increased health disparities. It will come
down tomedical teams and governing bodies to scrutinize any
AI medical findings before making guidance decisions. Fur-
thermore, it is important that care teams and governing bodies
remain well versed in how these models operate and their
innate limitations. They must remain cognizant of the narrow
utility of these tools and ensure they do not expand beyond
their designated purpose or replace medical sense.

Training the “AI-NLP Team Member”
It is worth mentioning the effect of having an “AI-NLP Team
Member.” There would essentially need to be a neurology

Figure 1 Limitations of ChatGPT in Neurology Clinical Practice

Prompt conveys standard neurology clinical in-
quiry. ChatGPT Response is generated by
ChatGPT.18
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residency for AI-NLP technology, and the efforts to train the
assistant need to be balanced against the benefits of having
such assistance. For very specialized task, there must be
continued “training or retraining” of the models that would be
required including updating them, revalidating and retesting
as performed with any other software tool. Similar to the
validation of other software’s, there will need to be a spe-
cialized field of knowledge for the model. Nonetheless, con-
tinuing medical education for AI-NLP tools will have to be
formalized and validated. The concept is similar to various
proposals to add human Advanced Practice Providers to
clinical workflow. Qualitative studies assessing the feasibility
of training these “AI-NLP Team Members” will be needed to
successfully implement them in neurology health care
practices.

Barriers for Implementation
Several barriers are to be considered even before imple-
mentation of NLP models in Neurology clinics and depart-
ments. From a technological standpoint, NLP tools will need
to overcome cost, time, and skill set needed to build, test,
validate, and update current AI algorithms. For example,
ChatGPT is a massive model with more than 175 billion
parameters, which requires an enormous corpus for
pretraining.5,7 Because the information is stored within the
whole model, it would be expensive and time-consuming to
frequently update it. Unlike webpages or databases where
information can be quickly changed, these complex models
need to be fully retrained and fine-tuned. Some companies
have started charging for premium access (higher limits, faster
performance) to meet these financial constraints and finance
future updates.8 In addition, the timescale for retraining these
models might work for well-established neurology guidelines
and medical facts, but they would quickly become outdated
with new publications and treatment innovations. Last, even
dialog-capable systems, such as ChatGPT, will require ma-
chine learning experts and prompt engineers to maintain and
update clinical tools.

Additional Limitations and Barriers
Additional limitations and barriers to NLP models in neuro-
logic practice include factors of generalizability and external
validation, cost and resource implications, the human-
machine collaboration, and factors of interpretability and
explainability (eAppendix 1, links.lww.com/WNL/D179).

Recommendations for AI-NLP
Implementation and Utilization in
Neurologic Care
Several recommendations can be made to optimize the
implementation and utilization of advanced technologies in
neurology clinical practice. By implementing these recom-
mendations, a neurology clinical practice can leverage the
potential of advanced NLP tools while addressing the limi-
tations and barriers discussed earlier. These steps will

contribute to safer, more effective, and ethically responsible
deployment of emerging and new solutions, ultimately im-
proving patient outcomes and enhancing the overall quality of
neurology care.

Training and Education
To implement and use AI-NLPmodels into clinical practice, it
is important to provide a comprehensive training and edu-
cation program for clinicians to effectively use and understand
the functionalities and limitations of these models. This in-
cludes front-end speech and ambient clinical intelligence
(ACI). Offering continuous professional development op-
portunities is important to keep clinicians updated with the
latest advancements and ensure they can leverage these
technologies optimally.

Testing, Validation, and External Review
Testing and validation plays a crucial role in the development
and deployment of language and machine learning (LLM)
models, ensuring their accuracy, reliability, and suitability for
real-world applications.

One key component to the validation of LLM is dataset se-
lection, where careful consideration is given to choosing di-
verse and representative datasets that accurately reflect the
target population and encompass various linguistic nuances
and challenges.9

Benchmarking against existing models is another critical
component of testing and validation. Comparing the perfor-
mance of LLMs against state-of-the-art existing models is a
way to achieve improvements and provide added value. This
step helps establish the effectiveness and superiority of
models, boosting their credibility and reliability in practical
applications. Similar benchmarks have been investigated in
medical imaging datasets.10

In addition, the establishment of robust evaluation metrics is
imperative. These metrics serve as objective measures to
assess the performance of LLMs, allowing for quantitative
comparisons and meaningful interpretations. For imple-
mentation into clinical practice, it is prudent to carefully
define and select appropriate evaluation metrics and take
into account factors such as precision, recall, accuracy,
and F1 score, among others, to ensure a comprehensive
framework.

Moreover, the involvement of expert clinicians in the valida-
tion process is crucial. Their domain expertise and clinical
insights are invaluable for evaluating the practical utility and
effectiveness of LLMs in real-world health care settings.
Collaborating with expert clinicians allows for critical feed-
back, validation of the clinical relevance and accuracy of the
models, and identification for areas of improvement.

Incorporating external validation is a vital step in testing and
validation process. By collaborating with external partners and
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leveraging independent datasets, one can assess the perfor-
mance, generalizability, and real-world applicability of
LLMs.11 Rigorous testing and validation protocols help en-
sure that the models are fit for their intended purpose and
mitigate the risks associated with their usage beyond their
intended scope.

Ethical and Legal Considerations (Focus
on NLP)
Implementing AI-NLP models requires careful consideration
of ethical and legal factors. Ensuring patient privacy, data se-
curity, and compliance with regulations such as HIPAA and
General Data Protection Regulation is essential. In addition,
addressing potential biases in algorithms, maintaining trans-
parency in data usage, and obtaining informed consent from
patients are critical ethical considerations. Obtaining US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) clearance of AI-NLP medical
devices is also essential before mass production and utilization

into health care systems. No AI-NLPmodel has been approved
by the FDA for usage in clinical practice to date.12

Recommendations for implementation include the prioriti-
zation of ethical considerations throughout the design, de-
velopment, and deployment of advanced technologies.
Implementing robust privacy protocols, anonymization
techniques, and secure data storage can ensure patient pri-
vacy, data security, and compliance with regulations. Steps to
mitigate biases and ensure fairness in algorithms too are es-
sential to prevent disparities in health care delivery. Previous
models have been offered to show the incorporation of AI into
the legal standard of care for a clinical situation.13

Additional Recommendations
for Implementation
Additional recommendations for NLP implementation within
neurology clinical practice include collaboration with all

Figure 2 “History Bot” Summarizes Chart for Provider

Prompt conveys standard neurology clinical in-
quiry. Entry created by neurologist to emulate a
real patient note. ChatGPT Response is generated
by ChatGPT.18
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stakeholders, having standardization and interoperability and
considering ways for continuous improvement and iterative
development for these models (eAppendix 1, links.lww.com/
WNL/D179).

Applications of NLP in Neurology
Clinical Practice
The integration of NLP tools in neurology clinical practice
holds significant promise for enhancing patient care and ad-
vancing research.14,15 These tools have the potential to
streamline the analysis of clinical notes, other electronic
health records, andmedical literature, allowing neurologists to
efficiently extract relevant information and gain deeper in-
sights into patient conditions.16 NLP can aid in automating
the extraction of patient demographics, medical history,
symptoms, and diagnostic information from textual data,
enabling improved clinical decision-making and personalized
treatment approaches.17 Furthermore, NLP tools can assist in

the identification and monitoring of disease progression,
detecting patterns in large-scale datasets, predicting treatment
outcomes, and identifying adverse effects.18 In addition, NLP
can support the creation of neurology-specific ontologies and
standardized vocabularies, facilitating better information ex-
change and interoperability across different health care sys-
tems and research institutions.19 Applications of NLP models
can also be expanded to inpatient and outpatient opera-
tions and be suitable in the creation of new data streams
(eAppendix 1, links.lww.com/WNL/D179). The below
discussion entails incorporations of NLP tools in clinical
practice, which if entertained in future neurology health
care systems would most certainly require validation
through rigorous prospective and randomized studies.

Chart Review and Documentation
To demonstrate how NLP models could potentially affect
neurologic care, we provide the following simulated case as an
example. Consider a 64-year-old man with new-onset gener-
alized tonic-clonic seizures, who presented a week ago to an

Figure 3 “AI Team Member” Gives Assessment and Care Options

Prompt conveys standard neurology clinical in-
quiry. Entry is same as seen in Figure 2 entry.
ChatGPT Response is generated by ChatGPT.18
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emergency department (ED). The patient is now being seen
in an outpatient neurology clinic after receiving MRI and CT
imaging. During the appointment, the provider will need to
evaluate risk factors, address the recent ED visit, review im-
aging results, assess neurologic status, and create an assess-
ment and personalized care plan.

Before the neurologist even starts this new patient consulta-
tion, they will need to familiarize themselves with information
taken from the ED visit and the imaging results. Typically, this
will include a detailed chart review, but in a busy clinic, an
NLP tool might be able to augment this process while en-
suring the provider reviews important items and concerns.
The “History Bot” in Figure 2 shows how the notes for a
hypothetical patient might be summarized using an AI-based
NLP model. In this case, we had used open-AI.

Once the neurologist is ready, they would then start the con-
sultation and document the patient’s history of present illness
includingmedical history, medications, and social history. This is
another area where NLP can enhance the visit: advancements in
medical documentation to improve clinician-patient experiences.
Cutting-edge technologies such as front-end speech and AI-
driven ACI have further accelerated the documentation pro-
cess.20 Clinicians can now dictate patient encounters directly
into electronic medical records using voice commands, signifi-
cantly improving efficiency. ACI captures patient encounters
through mobile applications and automatically converts them
into comprehensive medical records, enhancing accuracy and
streamlining the workflow. These advancements, in conjunction
with conversational and ambient AI, hold potential for further
automation and simplification of clinical tasks, paving the way for
a future where health care is driven by innovative technologies.

An example of this is the NLP-enabled speech-to-text systems
such as Nuance’s Dragon Ambient eXperience and 3M’s
M*Modal Fluency Direct; this consultation can be directly tran-
scribed into the electronic health record.20 In March and April
2023, partnerships were announced between Nuance and
Microsoft21 HCA Healthcare and Augmedix22 and Amazon and
3M23 for the development of such clinical documentation systems.

Of note, these speech-to-text systems are not without draw-
backs. One apparent one is the prone to error. There is a need
to balance the ease of generating the summary with the ne-
cessity to double-check it. Just as with human scribes, it may
take longer to edit a file created by AI than to gather and
document the information oneself. Further studies comparing
independent documentation, human scribes, and NLP-
enabled speech-to-text systems will be needed before AI can
be considered to be completely autonomous.

Assessment and Care Plans
NLP tools may also help providers formulate thorough assess-
ments and suggest care plans. Unlike current internet medical
services, which search through restrictive symptom lists for po-
tential diagnoses, NLP tools could potentially search through a

patient’s entire chart to identify key aspects of their history and
test results. Furthermore, by implementing these tools in neu-
rology clinics, they could enhance a trained physician’s ability to
problem solve complex cases and formulate differential di-
agnoses inmuch the same way amedical teammight collaborate.
As shown in Figure 3, an “AI Team Member,” using ChatGPT
for demonstration purposes, could use NLP to identify key as-
pects of our patient’s chart and provide customized recom-
mendations. Furthermore, these care options come from the vast
corpus of medical knowledge that the model is trained on. By
increasing and updating the dataset used to train these models,
these AI Team Members could improve their suggestions and
provide alternative and cutting-edge treatment options.

Once a care plan is chosen, the “AI TeamMember” could also
help identify medication conflicts, potential side effects, or
more cost-effective care options. BERT-based systems have
recently been developed to identify adverse drug reactions
using current data.24 Furthermore, by giving these tools access
to current drug prices and insurance information, they could
provide patient-specific treatment costs (eAppendix 1, links.
lww.com/WNL/D179). These tools could also be pro-
grammed with information specific to the health system and
local community including community resources and support
groups and financial assistance plans.

Medical Education
Patients and caregivers might also benefit from diagnostic and
treatment-related information. By providing a well-trained and
validated AI chat service to communities, health care systems can
ensure patients get their questions answered quickly and accu-
rately.25 Easy-to-understand health information would give pa-
tients greater autonomy and confidence in their care. For now,
some AI-NLP models, especially ChatGPT, include a disclaimer
for clinical questions that reminds patients to speak with a li-
censed health care provider.5 However, a reviewed and validated
tool designed and tested by a hospital can direct patients to their
own care team for future questions.26 These tools can also attract
new patients to a health system/practice.

In addition, per the 21st Century Cures Act, which restricts
information blocking, patients now have unprecedented and
immediate access to their medical records. While there are
myriad benefits to this transparency, instances of misunder-
standings, confusion, and anxiety are bound to continue, and
AI-NLP tools could help with understanding and even sim-
plifying medical terminology and connect patients and their
families to verified resources.

Conclusion
As we advance further into the 21st century, we believe AI-
NLP models have the potential to overlap with health care
systems. Several questions are yet to be answered however:
“Can AI-NLP be autonomous?” and “When will neurology
health care systems be ready to consider AI-NLP as an
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integral part of the team?” The answer to these questions
would require prospective and randomized studies for vali-
dation and additional studies needed on how to train and
assess the performance of these AI tools, similar to how
medical students partake in the United States Medical Li-
censing Examination or residents/fellows must meet annual
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education
milestones.

Using AI-NLP tools in clinical practice could help neurology
clinics addresses the increasing demand for neurology care.27 As
this technology continues to improve, doubts about its efficacy
will only erode further. However, the benefits of integrating this
technology for patients, providers, and communities must be
weighed against inherent risks. Governing bodies and vendors
should begin to design testing strategies and safe points of in-
tegration for these tools. Meanwhile, neurologists and clinical
staff should work with programming teams to design workflows
and implementation strategies. But most importantly, patients
and communities need to be placed front and center. Their data
security, care, and trust should be all parties’ top priority. By
starting this process now, we not only equip neurologists with
the tools they need to deliver the highest quality care but allow
for the creation of safe and effective solutions.
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